Very important results obtained in high energy physics in the last three to four years have profoundly affect ed our conception of even such basic notions as the internal structure of the proton and neutron, two of the three particles out of which ordinary matter is composed. Our knowledge of the electron, the third of these particles, is much more advanced and has changed little in recent years.
I will attempt to sketch what we have learned from recent experi ments carried out on proton-proton collisions (at the Intersecting Storage Rings of CERN and at the American 400 GeV synchrotron of the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory), on neutrino-proton and neutron collisions (mainly Gargamelle heavy liquid bubble chamber experiments at CERN) and on electron-proton and electronneutron collisions (mainly at the 20 GeV electron accelerator of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center). It is remarkable that a rather unified picture of proton and neutron struc ture begins to emerge from all these experiments and, although many as pects are still beyond our under standing, this picture reveals some form of basic simplicity.
Classes of proton-proton collisions at high energies
In a proton-proton collision, two protons fly towards each other and interact by the strong interaction, after which one of various things can happen. In the simplest case of elastic scattering, just two protons fly out after the collision and they have the same energy, E, as the incident protons. In all other cases (inelastic collisions) new particles are created.
At the very high energies available at the ISR and the FermiLab, these inelastic collisions reveal striking pro perties which were not clearly recog nizable at lower energies and which lend themselves to simple phenomenological interpretation. The inelastic collisions neatly separate into two main classes. In the first class, called diffractive dissociation, either of the two incident protons gets excited into an object composed of a few particles; this group or cluster of particles is usually composed of a nucléon (pro ton or neutron) and of a few mesons all flying roughly in the same general direction and carrying in total about the energy E. The other proton flies out alone in the opposite direction also carrying about the energy E.
In the second and main class of ine lastic collisions, called non-diffractive, the protons come out in opposite directions, excited or not, and with strongly reduced amounts of energy, E' and E" which are on average equal to about half of the energy E of the in cident protons). In addition, a consi derable number of other particles, mostly mesons of lower energy, come out. They show quite remarkable correlations which suggest that they somehow come out in clusters of three to four mesons each and there is evi dence that the clusters are frequently neutral (the total electric charge of a cluster is frequently zero). These clus ters, the average number of which may be itself around three of four per collision, are called central clusters to distinguish them from the protonic clusters occurring when an incident proton gets excited in the collision.
Electron-nucleon and neutrino-
cleons, mesons, etc., which were posno collisions are said to be of charged nucléon collisions tulated in 1964 as a very simple but current type and the abnormal ones amazingly successful model for the of neutral current type. Electron colBy studying collisions of high energy classification of all hadrons (of all parlisions are also of neutral current electrons on nucléons we can obtain tides which partake in the strong type. The experimental findings about information on the distribution of elecinteraction). the neutrino collisions of neutral curtric charge inside the nucléon. Simi-
The resulting picture of deep inelasrent type, coupled with important larly, collisions of high energy neutic electron and.neutrino collisions on developments in quantum field theory, trinos on nucléons give information nucléons is sketched above. \x\ both have raised lively hopes for a possible on the distribution inside the nucléon cases, one and only one quark is hit in theoretical unification of electromagof what can be called the weak charge the collision and by its recoil it heavily netic and weak interactions. It should (a quantity controlling how the weak excites the nucléon. It does not escape be stressed, however, that the discointeraction acts on the nucléon, just however, (this is the big mystery about very of the new type of neutrino as the electric charge controls how quarks) and the excited nucléon sepainteraction is of great scientific importhe electromagnetic interaction, i.e. rates into many particles. We believe tance in itself, quite irrespective of the electric and magnetic forces, act these to be in general a nucléon and what its final theoretical interpretaon the nucléon). many mesons but the very important tion turns out to be. Recent electron experiments at experimental question of what they To return to the consequences of SLAG and neutrino experiments with are and how they share the recoil the SLAC and CERN experiments for the Gargamelle bubble chamber at energy has hardly been investigated the internal structure of the proton CERN have concentrated on deep up to now. and neutron -not only did they show inelastic collisions, meaning collisions
In the neutrino case, the collision that the charges are mainly concenwhere the nucléon gets very heavily converts the neutrino into another partrated on three small grains, which can excited. In such collisions, we can tide, which is an electrically charged be identified with quarks, but their demeasure the texture of the distribution lepton -electron, positron, negative tailed interpretation leads to a deterof charges inside the nucléon at very or positive muon -depending on the mination of the fraction, x, of the short distances (in space-time).
nature of the incident neutrino. This nucléon energy, E, which is carried by
The results of the experiments are is the normal case. As is by now well a single quark. This quantity is found quite remarkable. In a first approximaknown, good evidence for an abnorto have an interesting distribution tion, it appears that the electric and mal type of neutrino collision has been with mean value of about 1/6, so weak charges of the nucléon are found in the Gargamelle experiment that the energy fraction carried by concentrated on three small grains, and, more recently, at the FermiLab the three quarks is about a half (three These grains have a radius which is at and Argonne. In these abnormal collitimes 1/6). This result, which came as most about one-tenth of the nucléon sions, the neutrino does not convert a surprise, means that the nucléon radius. Their charges and spin appear into a charged lepton. It is believed contains more than the three quarks to have the same values as those of the (although not checked experimenand that the additional stuff which carcelebrated quarks. These are the tally) that it remains a neutrino. In the ries the remaining half of the energy conceptual building blocks of nuphysicist's terminology, normal neutrimust be essentially neutral (without electric or weak charges). The name of 'glue' is often used for this addi tional stuff because it is believed to be associated with a very strong field which would be responsible for bind ing or 'gluing' the quarks together inside the nucléon.
The surprisingly large amount of glue as neutral component in the nucléon is probably related to the fact that the quarks are very strongly bound inside the nucléon, so strongly that all attempts to extract them have failed so far. It is therefore unlikely that quarks could be similar to ordinary particles. A further and very striking result in this direction has come out of the research programme of elec tron-positron storage rings (Frascati, Cambridge and SLAC). At the higher energies, the cross-section for annihi lation of an electron and a positron with production of strongly interacting particles (mainly mesons) takes values which are much larger than what is calculated if quarks are treated as charged particles without strong inter action. Here also'the very strong bind ing forces which prevent quarks from getting away from each other must deeply affect the physical situation. In these annihilation experiments, as well as in the deep inelastic collision expe riments mentioned earlier, one can look forward with the greatest interest to the detailed study of the multiparticle system coming out of the process.
More about proton-proton collisions
It is natural to ask whether the recently discovered internal structure proper ties of protons and neutrons have any thing to do with the processes taking place when high energy nucléons collide with each other. The answer seems to be positive in the sense that interesting, though still spec ulative, connections can be estab lished for the main non-diffractive class of inelastic proton-proton colli sions. The other classes are then auto matically linked also to structure pro perties since they can be regarded as shadow effects.
In its simplest form, the picture is the following. In a non-diffractive proton-proton collision, the quarks of each incident proton fly'through with their own fraction of incident energy, and they give rise to the out going protons (excited or not). The glue contained in the incident protons converts into the central clusters where it then decays into the particles finally observed (mostly mesons). There are two attractive features of this picture. Firstly, the property of the glue being mostly neutral is reflected in the fact that the total charge of the central clusters seems to be dominantly zero. Secondly, the property that the quarks inside a proton of high energy, E, carry on average about half of its energy is reflected in the fact, that the protonic energies E', E" are on average one half of E.
Another phenomenon discovered at ISR is that, as we go to higher ener gies, proton-proton collisions produce a small but rapidly increasing number of high energy particles flying off sideways. (Sideways means that these particles fly off in directions very differ ent from the direction of flight of the incident protons.) This so-called large transverse momentum phenomenon is one of the most interesting understudy.
Two types of explanation have been proposed. The phenomenon could result from occasional processes where quarks of the two incident protons collide with each other, or perhaps are interchanged with each other, producing a strong sideways deflection (the latter property could naturally result from the small size of the quarks). Alternatively the pheno menon could result from occasional production of an exceptionally mas sive cluster, the decay of which would naturally give rise to energetic particles flying off sideways. The careful study of the large transverse momentum phenomenon may well become an important source of progress for a better understanding of internal proton structure.
Finally we mention the finding that total cross-sections of protons and mesons on protons show an increase as the incident energy becomes suffi ciently high (this was first found at Serpukhov for positive kaon-proton, then at the ISR for proton-proton and at the Fermi Lab for other cases as well). Many possible causes can be invoked for explaining this pheno menon. Progress in finding the correct explanation will probably require very good knowledge of how the various properties of inelastic collisions vary with energy. It is therefore not surpris ing that this class of problems has become central in the activity of experimentalists and theorists alike.
